The flow o f fluids containing solid particles is numerically simulated in order to determine the critical parameters o f the system leading to a jam. Two parameters are varied: the volumetric density o f solid particles and the velocity o f fluid flow. The energy dissipation in the system is due to dry friction losses and collisions. The results presented are based on the mathematical models o f granular materials treated as multibody systems with variable topology. The fluid flow is considered to be potential. It is shown that jamming strongly depends on the volumetric density o f particles and fluid velocity. The results o f numerical experiments are in qualitative agreement with physical experiments o f flow o f spherical particles in a pipe. N O M E N C L A TU R E E is the incidence matrix; fx , fy are the x-and y-components o f the vector o f external forces;
and blocks in a sinuous channel (Urroz and Ettema, 1994 ) leads to a jam depending on the initial volumetric density o f particles, their relative size, and flow velocity. For the range o f parameters used in the experiments on beads (Ettema ,1989) , the volumetric density o f beads appears to be the most important one. This parameter is also important in applications where material transport and its volumetric discharge is the main objective.
It is clear that any attempt to analyze the phenomenon o f jam numerically must take into account the variability o f particles density. At the moment a discrete model o f the system o f particles seems to be the only alternative to study the fluid-particle mixtures flow in non-steady state regimes. A recent review o f methods o f simulating the mechanics o f granular materials is done in (Barker 1993 , H aff 1993 , Savage 1995 . In order to capture the essence o f the process, namely, the losses due to interactions and the variability o f particles density a discrete model must allow the clustering o f particles. A cluster, being a system o f interacting particles, is by itself a variable entity due to the variable number o f particles it may comprise and the changing inter-connectivity between the particles, i.e. due to the variability o f cluster topology. A numerical model o f a d uster thus poses computational difficulties since it results in a variable system o f coupled nonlinear differential-algebraic equations, i.e. any change in a cluster topology requires a new set o f the governing equations and their solution. The numerical efficiency becomes an important factor in simulating the flow.
In this paper a discrete system comprises isolated particles and clusters. A cluster is treated as a multibody system and a Newton-Euler approach is used to formulate the equations o f motion, while fluid flow is considered to be potential. An iterative method with a variable time-step and error control is developed to maintain the desired accuracy. The simulation is done for a plane problem and the results can be interpreted as conditions for the jam initiation. A comparison with the tests results obtained by Ettema (1989) shows a qualitative agreement.
PHYSICAL MODEL OF A SYSTEM
A particle is modelled by a rigid disk, the radius o f which is chosen from within some range with equal probability. A subsystem o f disks is generated first with a predetermined surface density within the area in the pipe which is called the generation area ( Fig. 1 ). This area is not a part o f the simulate on space, and can be viewed as a feeder. The disks from the generation area are "moved" with constant speed into a buffer area. When a disk crosses the boundary o f the buffer area it acquires the velocity o f the corresponding potential fluid. A buffer area is needed to allow a sufficient subsystem o f disks to maintain a potential flow distribution o f velocities before the mixing due to interactions with the boundaries starts. From the buffer area the disks enter the "real" pipe with corrugated boundaries. The latter is modelled by arcs and lines (see Fig.l ) and its function is to facilitate the disk-wall interactions leading to the interactions between the disks. New disks are generated in the process o f simulation, while the disks leaving the control area are discarded.
The interactions between the disks and disks and walls are treated as dynamic (collisions) or quasi-static depending on the relative velocity between the two bodies. A collision is considered to be cen tral. The corresponding energy loss is reflected in the coefficient o f restitution. It is assumed that the flow is moderate enough so that a collision o f a disk with a cluster does not cause the break up o f the cluster. It does, however, change the velocities o f disks belonging to a cluster. Thus a collision produces two effects: loss o f energy and instantaneous change o f velocities without the change o f positions.
A quasi-static interaction results in a disk joining a cluster (or a disk) without the above instantaneous changes in the state o f the system, but producing the "long-time" effect by altering the system and thus the governing equations.
The potential flow theory is used here in a sense described in (Wierzba and Vinogradov, 1991) , namely, to determine the drag forces acting on disks. It is assumed that a disk forming a cluster with an upstream disk along the stream is not experiencing its own drag force (fully shielded). On the other hand, an isolated downstream disk would have a velocity o f the corresponding potential flow.
Two events lead to the loss o f energy, namely, the collisions mentioned earlier and sliding between the disks and disks and walls. The motion o f disks between any tw o consecutive topological changes is considered to be continuous since it is governed by the same set o f equations. The sliding takes place during this continuous motion.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
At any moment in time the system comprises isolated disks and clusters. The motion o f a cluster between any two consecutive topological changes is considered in the following. The equations o f motion for a cluster comprising N disks are given in the form
My . ESk . fy
(2) and the constraint equation expressing a constant distance between any tw o pair o f disks in contact is
NxN is the mass matrix, E is the incidence matrix o f order PxN, it characterises the connectivity between the disks as defined in (Roberson and Schwertassek, 1988) , The total number o f unknowns in Eqs.
(1-3) equals to 2N+P, since the internal forces are treated as unknowns. The total number o f equations is also equal to 2N+P. However, if the system is overconstrained, i.e. the coordination number o f any disk exceeds three, then some o f the equations are not independent. This limitation is imposed by the assumption o f disk rigidity and its effect becomes more pronounced with the rise o f particle density. In practical terms the scatter o f disk sizes results in numerically independent equations for a larger then three coordination number. It should be noted that an algorithm for flexible disks is being tested and will be used later to alleviate the limitations o f this assumption. 
The system o f equations Eqs. (1,2,4) is coupled, which means that the internal forces are not treated as constants during the time step At but as variables thus taking into account that when disks slide and change their relative positions, as it is supposed to be in an underconstrained system or in a system with one-sided constraints, the constraint (internal) forces in the system also change.
M ETHOD OF SOLUTION AND ERROR CONTROL
An iterative method is used to solve the system o f Eqs.(l,2,4) . Among other advantages, the iterative method allows to split the system into one, defining the constraint forces for the given positions and velocities, and another, defining the positions and velocities for the given constraint forces. Both, forces and state coordinates, are updated in the process until a predetermined accuracy is achieved.
For the realization o f the stated approach it can be shown that the system o f E qs.(l,2,3) can be written in the form
Qk -B (5)
where it is denoted
where L = LJ, and T denotes the transposition.
The iterative process is as follows: first the Eq.(5) is solved in order to find the internal forces for the given disks positions and velocities at the beginning o f the time step. Then the results are used to update the positions and velocities by integrating E qs.(l,2) over the time interval. The latter results are used again in Eq.(5) to update internal forces. And so on until the desired accuracy o f both forces and state coordinates is achieved. Note, that Eq.(5) is also solved by using an iterative scheme.
The state variables obtained as a result o f solving an initial value problem tend to violate the constrained equations due to the accumulated error. This leads also to the violation o f the energy conservation principle. The following error control mechanism is based on satisfying the above requirements 
by -M lES bW
where 5T and 8W are found from equations
in which Q is given by Eq.6, A is the vector o f position errors, and p is the vector o f velocity errors.
In spite o f the individual velocity corrections given by Eqs. (10,l 1) , the energy conservation principle may be violated since the above velocity corrections are based on satisfying the requirement for specific relative velocity directions without imposing any restrictions on the magnitudes. The correction o f velocity magnitudes is done on the basis o f energy conservation during a time step by finding a weighted correction factor for each disk. The corresponding corrections are as follows
where e is the energy conservation error for a cluster.
(15)
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical simulations were carried out for the following pipe and disk geometries ( Fig.l) : D = 0.4m, d = (0.05 -0.055)m, LG = 1.25D, 1^ = 0.5D, Lc = 3.75D, e = 0.125D, b = 0.05D, r = 0. ID. The coefficient o f friction was p = 0.3, and the coefficient o f restitution er = 0.7. The maximum velocity at the centre o f the pipe was vm = 1,5v, where v is the mean velocity corresponding to a given discharge and it varied in numerical experiments from v=0.25m/sec to v=1.0m/sec.
The simulations were carried out on the IBM-RS6000 computer. There was no limit on the number o f disks, those out o f control area were discarded and new ones were generated as long as the simulation was running. The simulation run was stopped when the buffer area was full, i.e. when the discharge was zero, which was the sign o f a jam in the pipe. For a typical run with a number o f disks about 300 the CPU time was about 3 min, while the real time about 12min.
Two snapshots o f the flow at different times, at the beginning and end o f the simulation run, are shown in Figs.2 and 3. Also shown are the distribution o f velocities and disk densities along the flow. In these figures the maximum density is close to the maximum possible density o f pm = 0.9069 corresponding to a packing o f identical disks with a coordination number 6 (Brown, 1988) .
The results o f numerical experiments are plotted in Fig.4 in relative surface density vs Froude number ( Fr = v/(gD)05) coordinates. It is seen that for the relative size o f the diks d/D = 0.1375 and relative size o f the wall roughness b/D = 0.05 the boundary between the no-jam and certainjam areas is almost a vertical line (or transition zone). Although these results could not be checked quantitatively against the experimental data, since in (Ettema, 1989) the initiation o f a jam is associated with the volume discharge o f the spheres, the experimental data indicate that for a relatively large particle size (in experiments it was d/D = 0.02) the no-jam-certain-jam boundary is almost a vertical line. Similar results are obtained for relatively large blocks in a curved channel (Urroz and Ettema, 1994) . It is also o f interest to note that the time to the beginning o f the onset o f jamming depends on the initial flow velocity, namely, it is almost in inverse proportion to the latter. One more comment should be made concerning the critical density o f particles leading to a jam. It is most likely that there is no specific particle density below which a jam does not occur, but a transition zone from a no-jam to a certain-jam density in which a jam occurs. However, for different particle densities the time to jam initiation may be different. At the two extremes, very low density and maximum packing density, the time o f jam initiation is, correspondingly, infinite and zero. The fastest time change takes place in the transition zone. An example o f a few experiments verifying the above conjecture is shown in Fig. 5 for a constant Froude number. 
CONCLUSION
The onset o f jam o f disks carried by a liquid in a straight pipe has been investigated numerically based on a model o f a cluster o f disks as a coupled multibody system and a potential liquid flow. It has been shown that due to energy losses in a system caused by non elastic collisions and dry friction the density o f disks grows in time until their flow grinds to a virtual stop. For the relative disk size used in simulations, the main parameter affecting the occurrence o f a jam is the original surface density o f disks. For each flow velocity there is a critical surface density (or a range o f densities) below which a jam does not take place, and above which the jam will always take place. The latter is in qualitative agreement with experimental data (Ettema, 1989) .
Further research should be directed towards refining the model, in order to account for the internal forces in overconstrained systems, and conducting a more thorough investigation on the effect o f system parameters on the occurrence o f a jam, including the relative particle size, different pipe geometries, inclined pipes, etc.
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